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Abstract

This paper describes methods for online topic learning and inference based on a product
partition model alternative to the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic model. Topic
inference for newly encountered documents is performed using a Metropolis search with a
learned model without retraining the parameters on the entire training corpus. We also
describe how hybrid random walk and simulated annealing methods help the topic search.
Our online topic learning method is based on the full Gibbs sampler [1] developed for
Dirichlet Allocation using product partition models with a prior on the topic multinomials.
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1. Introduction

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2], a probabilistic topic model, is conventionally used
for modeling documents. It assumes that corpus-documents are generated from a mixture
of topics, which are defined as probabilistic distributions over the vocabulary of words.
Topic models have applications in dimensionality reduction, clustering, and analysis of large
document collections [2, 3]. Also, we can apply this to multi-lingual, multi-disciplinary data
collections, because it uses statistics of co-occurring words or features rather than their real
meaning. The method can be applied to non-linguistic problems such as preference learning
and scene analysis in which the properties of interest can be expressed in a similar model.

However, the topic model estimation process can be computationally very expensive
and may be inconceivable for huge collections [4]. Also, for systems such as Facebook,
blog posts, and Twitter that are constantly updated and may require real-time responses,
efficient topic inferencing methods are critical. It is desirable to have a system that can
infer the topic structure of newly encountered documents without retraining the estimated
topic model. By topic learning, this paper means the topic model estimation process for
a batch of documents in the corpus (or complete document collection). Topic inferencing,
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on the other hand, denotes the identification of topic distributions of newly encountered
documents.

In this paper, we use a product partition model view of the LDA generative topic model
[1] by Claudio et al. to characterize documents. We describe how the newly obtained
posterior from the LDA product portion model aids online topic learning and topic infer-
ence. We use Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques such as Gibbs sampling and
Metropolis search for the parameter estimation process. We also experimented with several
random walk techniques to increase the accuracy of document topic mixtures learned from
the Metropolis search. To check the consistency of the model, we tested our method with
synthetically generated data based on the LDA generative process. In addition, we compare
our method to the use of Gibbs sampling for inferring topic mixtures of newly encountered
documents.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes state of the art methods
to solve the online topic learning and topic inference problems. In section 3, we compare
the original LDA model and the product partition view. Section 4 details topic inference
and batch learning approaches. In section 5, we analyze our results and discuss the issues
of emerging topics and identifiability of topics in both topic learning and inference. Section
6 concludes the discussion and identifies anticipated future work.

2. Related work

Fitting complex Bayesian topic models to huge document collections is an interesting prob-
lem in machine learning and applied statistics. One way to tackle this problem is to fit
a topic model in an online fashion, i.e., to fit the topic model using streaming document
collections. Hoffman et al. [5] explained an online topic learning model, which is based on
a variational Bayes inference strategy, for large document collections. This model ignores
already visited documents during the online stochastic estimation process.

AlSumait et al. [6] discussed an online version of the LDA model that incrementally
builds topic models when it observes a set of documents. Their solution is based on an
empirical Bayes method and can track topics during a time period. It uses the counts of
words in specific topics (i.e., the β matrix in the Blei et al. LDA model [2]), which is
learned from the current batch of documents, as a prior for the future batch of documents.
Additionally, it ignores current documents for the future learning process. Our approach
to batch topic learning of the document collections is similar to this, however, we use the
prior knowledge from the learned model for running a full batch Gibbs sampler of LDA.
This sampler, based on product partition models, has been shown to mix better than the
original LDA collapsed Gibbs sampler [7, 1].

Yao et al. [4] explain several heuristics to infer topic-mixtures from streaming documents
based on methods such as Gibbs sampling, variational inference, and classification. However,
their Gibbs sampling based inference is based on Griffiths’ [7] collapsed Gibbs sampler.

Our topic inference is based on the new posterior of the per-word topic assignment
given by a product partition model [1], and we perform a Metropolis search in the topic
space for finding the topic structure of the newly encountered documents. Metropolis search
has the advantage of seeking to optimize the posterior probability rather than attempting
to characterize its distributions as would a Gibbs sampling approach. Furthermore, with
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an appropriate choice of candidate distributions, the Hastings correction can be avoided,
yielding a highly efficient technique.

3. LDA and the Product Partition Model

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a probabilistic, graphical model for representing latent
topics or hidden variables of the documents in a text corpus [2]. LDA represents a document
in the corpus by distributions over topics and a topic itself as a distribution over all terms
in the corpus. LDA assumes that a document is a bag-of-words exhibiting exchangeability.

We use the following notation and terminology [1, 2] in this paper:

• The corpus vocabulary contains V words and k topics (multinomial distributions) are
defined over the vocabulary.

• D represents the total number of documents in the corpus, and each document d has
nd words.

• wd = (w1,d, w2,d, ..., wnd,d) represents a document d in the corpus, where wi,d is the
ith word instance in the document d.

• Each wi,d is a 1 of V vector with wit,d = 1 for the sampled word t from the corpus
vocabulary.

• zi,d, a 1 of k indicator vector with only one entry equals one, represents the topic
assignment for the word instance wi,d.

• β, a k × V matrix, represents topic word probabilities.

• θ, a k ×D matrix, represents topic distributions for all documents.

LDA’s generative process [2] is as follows:

• For each topic j = 1, ..., k, βj ∼ Dirichlet(b1, b2, ..., bV ), where b1, b2, ..., bV are Dirich-
let hyper-parameters for the topic distributions spanned over the vocabulary

• For each document d = 1, ..., D, θd ∼ Dirichlet(α1, α2, ..., αk), a topic mixture, where
α1, α2, ..., αk are Dirichlet hyper-parameters

• For each word wi,d in the document d :

– zi,d ∼ Multinomial(1, θd)

– wi,d ∼ Multinomial(1, βj′) where zij′,d = 1

According to Blei et al. the model inference is based on

P (θ, z|w, α, β) =
P (θ, z,w|α, β)
P (w|α, β)

,w = w1, ...,wD, z = z1, ..., zD, (1)

The numerator is
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P (θ, z,w|α, β) =
D∏

d=1

nd∏
i=1

∑
zd

P (wi,d|zi,d, β)P (zi,d|θd)P (θd|α) (2)

and there is no zd on the right side, since the result is formed from a sum over all zd.
Thus the solution cannot be used for classification based on explicit knowledge of zd.

3.1 Product Partition Model for Latent Dirichlet Allocation

This was fully developed in [1]. In this view, instead of mixing over the zd, it assumes each
wi,d as coming from one topic. At first sight we may say that wi,d loses the ability to spread
across topics, however, as it is stochastic, there will be many competing classifications that
will allow wi,ds to be in different topics. Also, this approach can allow classification on zd.

For clarity, we reiterate the product partition model [1] here. The joint probability of a
corpus can be written as

P (z, θ,w|α, b) =

[
D∏

d=1

P (wd|zd, β)P (zd|θd)P (θd|α1, ..., αk)

]
P (β|b1, ..., bV ) (3)

Ignoring the normalizing constant, the posterior of (z, θ, β) is

P (z, θ, β|w, α, b) ∝

 V∏
t=1

k∏
j=1

β
∑D

d=1 mjt,d+bt−1
jt

 D∏
d=1

k∏
j=1

θ
nj,d+αt−1
j,d

 (4)

where nj,d =
∑nd

i=1 zij,d and mjt,d =
∑nd

i=1wit,dzij,d.

Eq. 4 clearly illustrates the product partition model. Here, we can see that the sample
wi,d is partitioned according to the values of the zi,d.

4. Topic learning and inference methods

In the conventional topic model, LDA, the goal of model inference is to identify θ and β ma-
trices, for a given set of documents w = w1, ...,wD. However, this estimation is complicated
due to the latent variables zd, the word-topic assignments, existing in the model. Algo-
rithms such as variational inference [2], expectation propagation [8], and collapsed Gibbs
sampling [7] have been proposed to solve this problem. In this paper, we focus on MCMC
based inference methods. Our methods are based on the product partition model based
LDA posterior (Eq. 4).

4.1 The full Gibbs sampler of LDA

In Griffiths’ collapsed Gibbs sampler for LDA, the model variables θ and β are integrated
out [7], and it only samples zd, the latent topic variables. Its state space is limited to the
set of all possible topic assignments (z) to the corresponding word instances in the corpus.
In this paper, we use the full Gibbs sampler [1] for LDA topic learning, which samples θ,
β, zd in one Gibbs sampling step. We show the LDA 2-stage full Gibbs sampler here for
clarity.
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1. Initialize zd randomly for d = 1, ..., D

2. Sample β and θ:

βj ∼ Dirichlet(

D∑
d=1

mj1,d + b1, ...,

D∑
d=1

mjV,d + bV ), j = 1, ..., k (5)

θd ∼ Dirichlet(n1,d + α1, ..., nk,d + αk), d = 1, ..., D (6)

3. Given β and θ sample zd:

zi,d ∼ Multinomial(1, (pi1,d, ..., pik,d)), i = 1, ..., nd (7)

where

pij,d ∝
V∏
t=1

(βjtθj,d)
wit,d , j = 1, ..., k

The paper [1] proves that this sampler dominates the LDA collapsed Gibbs sampler [7]
in the covariance ordering. It is also shown that this 2-stage full Gibbs sampler has a faster
convergence rate.

4.2 Topic inference using Metropolis-Hastings search

Typically, topic inference algorithms are designed to identify the model distributions on β
and θ from the entire document collection. Multiple lookups of the entire collection may
be required to get an optimal approximation of the model. For applications in which a
huge training corpus defines the topics to be used for inference with single or small sets
of documents, batch learning methods [2, 8, 7] are not suitable due to inference speed and
storage space requirements. In this section, we discuss a model that is suitable for the
aforementioned applications.

We can use the product partition model (Eq. 4) to find optimal topic allocations of
document-words in a corpus [1]. In our proposed topic inference method, we assume that
we have learned a LDA model (β̂ and θ̂) using any of the previously mentioned estimation
methods [2, 7, 1, 8]. We assume these topic distributions, β̂j , represent the corpus’s topic

structure well. From Eq. 4, and a given β̂ evidence, we calculate the marginal posterior on
zd for a single document1, by integrating out θ as:

P (z|w, α, b) ∝
∫  V∏

t=1

k∏
j=1

β̂
mjt+bt−1
jt

 k∏
j=1

θ
nj+αt−1
j

 dθ

=

k∏
j=1

(
V∏
t=1

β̂
mjt+bt−1
jt

)
Γ(nj + αj) (8)

Note: we can ignore the normalization constant here, since we only need to search for the
zd that has maximal posterior probability. We don’t need to know its normalized likelihood.

1. Here, we ignore the document index d for ease of notation.
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In the Metropolis search algorithm [9], we sample from a known candidate distribution,
and accept the sample with probability

a(z′, z) = min

(
1,

P (z′)

P (z)

)
(9)

We use Eq. 8 as our objective function P (z). In this basic case, we assume that
candidate distribution is symmetric, i.e., T (z, z′) = T (z′, z), where T (z, z′) represents the
probability of transition from the state z to z′. If this property does not hold, we must add
the Hasting’s correction [10] to this basic Metropolis acceptance ratio.

Simulated annealing

Determining the number of steps required by the Markov chain to reach its stationary dis-
tribution is a difficult task in any MCMC sampler. Choice of initialization conditions and
proposal distribution can make an impact on this task. We initially used a topical multi-
nomial, i.e., multinomial probabilities with peaks around specific topics, as our candidate
distribution for the topic search. With this proposal distribution, the Metropolis acceptance
was not impressive. This led us to employ methods such as simulated annealing to improve
Metropolis acceptance, yielding better topic-mixture distributions for documents. Section
5 describes strategies to assess inferred documents.

Simulated annealing [11, 12] is a method for estimating complex distributions with
multiple peaks, where standard hill-climbing methods may trap the algorithm at a local
minimum. The fundamental idea is that during the initial sampling phase, we accept a
reasonable probability of a down-hill move to explore the entire state space. Later on, we
decrement the probability of such down-hill moves. This yielded some improvement, leading
us to pursue the hybrid Metropolis search explained in the next section.

Choosing a candidate distribution - hybrid random walk

We can also tune up the candidate distribution to improve mixing and especially the ac-
ceptance probability. To accomplish this goal, we adopt a hybrid sampling scheme [13, 14],
which is a mix of random walks and independent draws. In a candidate distribution that is
based on a random walk chain, the new state z′ is calculated as

z′ = z + y (10)

where y represents a random walk from the current state z. Based on the distribution
of this random variable y, the transition probability T (z, z′) can be taken to be symmetric
which will speedup the the Metropolis search. We can include a random walk component
in the generative process of partitions or topics, which may help the search algorithms to
stay at highly probable areas, maintaining the required stationary distribution [14].

On the other hand, in an independent draw chain, the Markov chain jumps to the future
state z′ independent of the current state z from a candidate distribution. In our hybrid
scheme, we combine the advantages of both as described below.

Hybrid random walk algorithm:
In the topic search or inference, we consider a single document in the corpus at a time.

This hybrid random walk is formed from the LDA model assumption of a document, i.e.,
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a single document is generated from an allocation to partitions or topics. We evaluate
these partitions by counting word associations to the corresponding corpus wide topics.
Let’s assume we sample k topic partitions ω = (ω1, ω2, ..., ωk) using a Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm for a document, by the following steps:

1. Initialization: draw an independent sample ω0 ∼ g, the candidate distribution

2. For each step t:

(a) Given a random walk probability b, do a random walk from the current state, ω,
otherwise, draw independently from g

(b) Calculate the Metropolis-Hastings acceptance probability [10]

a = min

(
1,

P (z′|.)Q(ω′, ω)

P (z|.)Q(ω, ω′)

)
(11)

where P (z|.) from Eq. 8 and

Q(ω, ω′) = b T (ω, ω′)random walk + (1− b) T (ω, ω′)independent draw (12)

(c) With probability a, accept or reject the sample ω′

Random walk and the g function:
Selection of g is an open problem. One possible method is – Given the current state of

partitions ω, select one observation at random, and reallocate it to one of the other k − 1
clusters with uniform probability [14]. Based on the random walk method, we update the
transition probability T (ω, ω′)random walk. Another tweaking parameter in this model is the
random walk probability, b. The function g represents any conventional distribution that
is easy to sample and evaluate T (ω, ω′)independent draw, e.g., a uniform distribution. Our
observations with the hybrid random walk are shown in section 5.

4.3 Online batch learning

Conventional topic learning algorithms [2, 7, 8] are designed to run over entire document
collections. These algorithms may be best suited to static databases rather than dynamically
growing or evolving document corpora. Topic search discussed in the above section is useful
for single documents or small document batches with a learned β, which represents the topic
structure of the given corpus. However, one drawback of applying this method to a growing
database is that the Metropolis algorithm does not learn β, which makes it unsuitable
for applications where the corpus topic structure changes over time. In this section, we
address this problem by modifying the LDA full Gibbs sampler discussed in section 4.1.
This problem was attacked by AlSumait et al. [6] using an empirical Bayes approach.

Modifications:

• Corpus documents arrive as batches

• For the initial batch, we use the full Gibbs sampler , since we have not seen any
documents. Suppose, after the initial Gibbs run, we get initial model parameters β0
and θ0.
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• We sample zd (Eq. 7) only for new document batches

• The key idea is to replace the prior Dirichlet(b1, ..., bV ) distributions, with βprior that
is calculated from previous batches as:

βprior =
{
ϵ0β0 + ϵ1β1 + ...ϵ(L−1)β(L−1)

}
where L indexes the current batch and ϵl ∈ (0, 1] are the weights associated with
every batch. These weights are model tweaking parameters that influence the sampler
to forget or remember information about prior document batches. A typical value
of ϵl would be one, that is the sampler will remember the all prior batches’ topic
distributions.

• We update Eq. 5 as

βj ∼ Dirichlet(
D∑

d=1

mj1,d + βj1,prior, ...,
D∑

d=1

mjV,d + βjV,prior), j = 1, ..., k (13)

5. Experiments

To asses the quality and consistency of the topic inference and online learning algorithms,
we first applied them to a synthetic document corpus. This dataset was generated based on
the LDA generative process (section 3) and a known βtrue. Together with βtrue, we stored
each document’s topic proportions θd,true, which is sampled from a Dirichlet distribution
with given hyper-parameters.

Figure 1 shows a comparison of βtrue and the estimated β matrices from the full Gibbs
sampler (β̂full), online batch Gibbs sampler (β̂online batch), online incremental Gibbs sampler

(β̂incremental), simulated annealing (β̂anneal), and hybrid random walk (β̂hybrid) algorithms.

For the full and online batch Gibbs samplers, β̂full and β̂online batch are computed by finding
the mean of β over all sampling iterations after the burn-in period. For the incremental
Gibbs sampler, simulated annealing, and hybrid random walk, β is computed from the
highest probability z that was sampled. The key difference between the incremental Gibbs
sampler and online batch Gibbs sampler is that for the newly encountered documents,
the former runs the online Gibbs sampler (section 4.3) in a document-by-document basis,
however, the latter runs the online Gibbs sampler for the entire collection at a time. For the
simulated annealing experiment, we started with an annealing temperature of 10, and took
2000 iterations to cool down to 1. The hybrid Metropolis search performed a random walk
to other clusters uniformly with probability 0.7, and random sampling from the candidate,
topical multinomials, with probability 0.3.

The x axis represents the vocabulary of words and y axis represents the corpus topics
or partitions, thus, each row is a multinomial over the vocabulary. The value in each cell
(x, y) corresponds to the relative frequency of word x in topic multinomial y showing shades
ranging from white for zero and black for the maximal frequency in the table. One can see
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Figure 1: The generating βtrue and estimated β̂full (from 200 training documents) ,

β̂online batch, β̂incremental, β̂anneal, and β̂hybrid (from 100 test documents)

that the hybrid random walk generates estimates that are comparable to the Gibbs samplers.
Furthermore, the hybrid walk algorithm is significantly less computationally expensive 2.

Note that the Gibbs samplers (the full and online batch) do not maintain a-priori or-
derings of (synthetic data) topics, even though they find topic partitions from document
collections. The papers [15, 16] also mentioned the problem of non-identifiability in topic
learning. To make comparison easier, we re-ordered the estimated topics from the Gibbs
samplers to best match βtrue and θtrue. However, if we use the Metropolis topic search or
incremental Gibbs sampling for estimating the LDA model parameters, the topic numbers
will match the given β matrix, i.e., the topics are readily identifiable.

we used K-L divergence to measure the difference between a document’s generative
topic mixture θd,true and its inferred topic mixture θ̂d, as they are distributions. Figure 2

depicts an analysis of the estimated θ̂online batch, θ̂incremental, and θ̂hybrid, i.e., document topic
mixtures inferred using the previously discussed approaches (section 4.2 and 4.3). We can

2. Our hybrid topic search is 20 times faster than the Gibbs sampler based topic inferences on the synthetic
dataset. We implemented the algorithms in C++ using the libraries Armadillo C++ and GSL, and ran
them on an Intel Core 2 Duo machine with 4GB DDR2.
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Figure 2: K-L divergence values between the generating θd,true and estimated θ̂online batch,

θ̂incremental, and θ̂hybrid (where d = 1, 2, ..., 100)

see that the online Gibbs samplers result in similar θ estimates, while the hybrid random
walk results in slightly lower estimates in the worst case (smaller K-L divergences).

Using Gibbs sampling to estimate topic mixtures for an a-priori set of topic multinomial
exhibits the negative side-effect of actually changing the reference topic mixtures as part of
its process. For small numbers of topics, this may be negligible, but it can make a difference
as the size of documents to be analyzed increases.

6. Summary

In this paper, we proposed two novel topic learning and inference methods for a single
document or collection of documents. In our experiments, we found that the topic search
algorithm, which is based on the product partition model alternative to Latent Dirichlet
Allocation models, works as well as the full Gibbs sampling estimates on a document batch.
Moreover, we can do topic search on a per document basis, without updating the given
evidence β. Additionally, we proposed an online batch learning algorithm that can be
applied on huge document collections, forgetting already learned documents. In summary,
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we can use a combination of both algorithms to solve the problem of topic inference of
streaming document collections.
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